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Office of the Minister of Statistics 

Cabinet Expenditure Control Committee 

Statistics 2020: Achieving the Statistical System of the Future 

Proposal 
1. This paper puts forward the Statistics New Zealand business case 'Statistics 2020' developed to 

address risks to, and obtain more value from, key economic and social statistics. Tt seeks in
principle Cabinet agreement for: 

• additional funding to Vote Statistics for a 1 0-year programme of work to address these tisks, 
add value, and avoid the statistical output cuts outlined in the department's Four-year Budget 

Plan (the Plan) 

• Statistics NZ to develop a Stage 2 business case in relation to the future supply of population 
and social statistics, including an investigation into the viability of changes to the 
methodology and frequency of the census. 

Executive Summary 
2. Statistics New Zealand's financial situation is placing key economic and social statistics at risk. 

The legacies of ageing IT infrastructure and statistical systems, time-limited funding, and rising 

operating and depreciation costs, will increase the department's deficit from a projected $5 
mjllion in 2011/12 to $20 million by 2014115 against a baseline of $90 million. 

3. These continued deficits indicate that the organisation is not financially sustainable. TI1e deficits 
have continued despite achieving cost efficiencies of $7 million over the last 5 years and 
absorbing cost increases. Statistics NZ cannot continue to operate in the way it operates now. Its 
current very expensive and unresponsive operating model needs to be upgraded. That upgrade 

requires a long-tem1 programme of work and investment. Deferral of investment now will pose 
unacceptable business risks in future years, and immediate decisions to reduce outputs will need 
to be made. This wHJ have long term consequences. 

4. Statistics NZ~s business case Statistics 2020 outlines a I 0-year programme of investment (and an 

ongoing nominal funding increase) to put lhe department on a financialJy sustainable footing, and 
to secure the continued production of statistics essential for assessing New Zealand's economic 
performance as well as informing major policy and inveshnent decisions. 

5. The investment will deliver the most important statistics at lhe requisite levels of accuracy; a 
reduction in the long-tenn real cost of producing stati::.1ics; increased use of government data; and 
confidence that the Government's investment in official statistics is value for money. Tn terms of 

technology implementation, the first 3 years will deliver micro-economic and sociaJ statistics 
platfmms~ a· standardised dissemination platform, GDP production off a standard platfonn, and 

the removal of core statistical infrastructure from cunent legacy systems. Over the next 3 years 
the majority of mico-economic collections and the Household Labour Force Survey wiH also be 

migrated off their 1egacy systems into standard platforms and by 2016 all legacy technology will 
have been removed. The focus will then turn to benefit realisation from 2017 onward. By 2021, 
staffing numbers, as a result of productivity gains and efficiency savings from the .introduction of 
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new statistical production processes and systems, will be reduced by 17 percent; this will result in 
a smaller but more effective and dynamic organisation. 

6. The investment in Stats 2020 will resolve the current under pricing of statistical outputs and 
while this results in a nominal increase in out year operating expenditure, in real tenns reflects a 
lower operating expenditure over time. By 2020/21, real operating costs will be 9 percent lower 
compared with 20 I 0/11, and approximately 20 percent below the 2005/06 level. 

7. The business case Statistics 2020 is divided into two parts: 

• 

0 

0 

0 

Part A is an organisation-wide response focusing on the current risks and investment required 
to implement the I 0-year programme of work called 'Statistics 2020: Achieving the 
Statistical System of the Future' ('Stats 2020'). It offers three funding options: 

Option one (Baseline scenario) is a short-te1m option that reduces output expenditure to 
release resources that can be directed toward stabilising existing production platforms and 
systems and ensuring viability of the business (as outlined in the Plan and in Table I 
below). This option requires no additional investment as it is funded by reductions to the 
scope of outputs, but it is unsustainable and will need future funding or output reductions 
beyond 2014115 

Option two (Partial outcomes scenario) achieves some of the benefits of Stats 2020 but at 
a slower pace of investment, with less transformation or efficiency gains, compared to the 
preferred scenario below. This option requires additional funding but the slower pace 
limits the additional amount of funding required in the early years while yielding lower 
savings in future. The total cost of this option is $194 million consisting of: $30 million 
capital and $139 million operating from 2012 through to 2021 plus a contingency of $25 
million 
Option three (Preferred scenario) gives full effect to the Stats 2020 programme over the 
next I 0 years and delivers the most value and benefits. This long-term option requires 
additional funding, protects and upgrades existing statistics, and enables Statistics NZ to 
become more flexible and effective in leading the Official Statistics System (OSS). The 
total cost of this option is $176 million consisting of: $13 million capital and $138 million 
operating from 2012 through to 2021, plus a contingency of$25 million. 

• Part B focuses on the future of population and social statistics as time-limited funding ends in 
June 2015 for the current 10-year programme. This part outlines Tomorrow's Population and 
Social Statistics' (TOPSS): a sub-programme of possible future approaches for these statistics 
including investigating the viability of changes to the methodology and frequency of the 
census. Any savings achieved will be used to offset the additional funding appropriated for 
Stats 2020 and would be returned to the Crown. 

8. This paper presents only those options outlined m the business case Statistics 2020 for 
Ministerial consideration at this time. Alternative funding options, including user charges and 

broader re-prioritisation of statistical investment, were examined (as discussed more fully in 
paragraphs 27 to 31 below), but initial exploration suggests that some of these are not feasible 
or would not address the shmtfall required to implement the Stats 2020 programme. 

9. In terms of the census, crucial information on impacts is currently lacking on whether changes 
to the methodology and frequency of the census are viable in meeting priority user needs; and 
whether those changes would provide sufficient savings to partly fund the Stats 2020 
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programme internally in the future. It is proposed that this option be further assessed in a Stage 
2 business case for TOPSS which is aimed specifically at on-going funding for social and 
population statistics once the current time limited funding ceases in 2015. If the Stage 2 
business case identifies savings can be achieved by changes in the methodology and frequency 
of the census, those savings would be returned to the Crown. 

I 0. In discussing the census it should be noted that the implications of the recent decision to defer 
the 2011 Census will be reported to the Minister of Statistics and Cabinet within two months. 
Decisions on this will be required in the short term and are separable both from the work and 
consideration of potential changes to the census as an option aimed at partly funding Stats 2020 
as outlined above, as well as from the Slats 2020 business case which underpins all other 
statistical outputs. 

I I. Of the options identified in the business case only Option three (Preferred scenario) will fully 
achieve the benefits of Stats 2020 and is the recommended option. In-principle agreement is 
sought for an additional $13.8 million per annum over 10 years to implement this recommended 
option, subject to suitable sources of funding being identified as part of the final Budget 
package. 

12. Agreement is also sought for Statistics NZ to develop a Stage 2 business case for TOPSS in 
preparation for the time-limited funding (approximately $9.2 million per annum) that will end in 
June 2015 for the current programme. This Stage 2 business case will include census options 
and is intended to be lodged with Ministers for Budget 2012. 

Background 
13. On 20 December 20 I 0 the Minister of Finance advised that Budget Ministers had accepted the 

Four-year Budget Plan (the Plan) for Vote Statistics; he invited me to report to Cabinet the 
details of the business case Statistics 2020. The report to Cabinet will enable Ministers to 
consider options for avoiding the statistical output reductions proposed in the Plan; and to 
determine the relative priority of the new funding proposals for Vote Statistics and whether they 
can be funded as part of Budget 2011. The proposed statistical output reductions identified in 
the Plan, to enable the department to operate within its existing baseline, are estimated to realise 
savings of$3 million to $8.9 million per annum and are set ont in Table! below: 
Table 1: Output reductions proposed 

:;u;~~·--:~, ·:.:-_;, 
'Fundedi)~ , .,, 

.... . -,:- ·,;·,:" :~.:-' . 

• Student loans (education) 
• Biotechnology Survey 
• Internet service provider supply 
• Business demography 
• Purchasing power parities 
• Measuring NZ's progress 
• Linked Employer-Employee Database (LEED, in 

part) 
• Productivity 
• Business Operations Survey (except business ICT) 
• Natural Resource and Environmental Accounts 

• Accommodation Survey 
• Tourism Satellite Account 
• Research & Development Survey 
• Longitudinal business database (LBD) 
• Energy Use 

1 Cuts to these outputs do not generate savings for Statistics NZ. 

• Household Savings Survey 
• Household Income Survey (reducing frequency 

of output) 
• Family statistics (development and publishing) 
• Household survey supplements 
• Justice statistics (development and publishing) 
• Vital statistics (marriages, civil unions, and 

divorces) 
• Demographic projections (labour force, families 

etc) 
• Life tables 
• Po ulation counts (su plementary variables) 
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• Screen industry • Housing and health statistics advice 
• Alcohol and tobacco • Induced abortions 
• English-language providers 
• Crown Research Institutes 
• Cargo and F ann Ex enses Price Index 

14. Statistics NZ identified these output reductions after developing a framework to prioritise all its 
statistical outputs'.· It determined that to ensure the quality and accuracy of the highest priority 
statistics (Priority I and 2 statistics) such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the Household 
Labour Force Survey (HLFS), it would be necessary to cease the production of almost all 
Priority 3 and 4 statistics. The loss of these Priority 3 and 4 statistics, while considered as lower 
priority by Statistics NZ, will detrimentally impact the policy-making decisions of a wide range 
of stakeholders. Priority 3 and 4 statistics include not only business and economic statistics 
(such as business demography, productivity, business operations, and the Linked Employer
Employee Database), but also social and environmental statistics (including the Household 
Savings Survey). 

15. The statistical output reductions, outlined in the Plan, are consistent with the baseline funding 
option in the 'Statistics 2020' business case. The business case was developed at my request 
following the department's consistent advice (Briefing to the Incoming Minister (2008); line-by
line review (2009); and 20 I 0 Baseline Alignment Proposal) that its ability to continue to operate 
effectively within its current baseline was reaching an end. The department has worked closely 
with central agencies (Treasury and SSC) in the development of the business case and its 
progression through the Gateway process. A summary of the investment recommended for Stats 
2020 is attached to this paper as Appendix One and the full Statistics 2020 business case is 
attached as Appendix Two. 

16. The Stats 2020 business case underpins Statistics NZ's ability to undertake a leadership role 
across the Official Statistics System (OSS) and to sustain its current supply of Tier I statistics. 
The Cabinet Business Committee (CBC) recently considered a paper on the review of Tier I 
statistics, which is an across government initiative to ensure the most important statistics are 
identified and produced.' The review and the further work sought by the Committee in relation 
to Government and the Official Statistics System (CBC Min (I I) 4/8 refers) will not impact the 
Stats 2020 business case. Stats 2020 is aimed at sustaining the current suite of statistical outputs 
and specifically excludes any expansion of statistical outputs including Tier I statistics. 

Comment 
Wily Statistics and a National Statistics Office (NSO) are importallt 

2 Priority I statistics are defined as being the most important official statistics. They require the highest levels of credibility and integrity 
and include GDP, CPI, and population count statistics. 
Priority 2 statistics are outputs that are directly used in the production of priority I statistics, such as the Annual Enterprise Smvey and the 
Household Expenditure Survey. 
Priority 3 statistics are outputs produced because Statistics NZ has a strong comparative advantage, or there is a widespread and enduring 
user demand, such as business demography data or the disability survey. 
Priority 4 statistics are discretionary outputs, due to 'weak' comparative advantage and 'low' or 'narrow' user need, such as the survey of 
English-language providers. 
3 Tier 1 Statistics are the most important statistics needed to understand how weJI New Zealand is performing, and to inform decisions of 
national significance. They are an essential part of our knowledge infrastructure and represent a whole-of-government view of New 
Zealand's most important statistical information needs. A revised list of Tier 1 Statistics was recently considered by CBC. The list will 
enable Government to prioritise its statistical spend and fill gaps in our evidence base over time. Resourcing Stats 2020 will enable Statistics 
NZ to co-ordinate the production of Tier 1 Statistics across government as well as produce new Tier 1 Statistics more quickly and at lower 
marginal cost over the long tenn, when funding priorities permit their development. 
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17. Official statistics are a comerstone of effective govemment. They provide insight into New 
Zealand's society, economy, and environment; enable performance monitoring and intemational 
comparisons. They are used for major investment decisions, setting benefit and superannuation 
rates and guiding the allocation of around $135 billion over five years to District Health Boards, 
schools, and other services. Official statistics are the nation's scorecard for credit rating 
agencies, intemational investors, and potential migrants. They can influence borrowing rates and 
substantially change the cost of credit. They are crucial to New Zealand's intemational 
credibility and are used by international agencies such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). For such important 
applications, it is imperative that the statistics used have a high level of reliability and accuracy. 

(For example, just a 0.1 percent over-estimate of the consumers price index (CPI) would 
increase annual government spending by approximately $16 million). 

18. A National Statistics Office (NSO), such as Statistics New Zealand, exists to provide the 
leadership and assurance necessary to ensure trust in the statistics produced across government. 
To be credible, an NSO needs to be impartial and independent in the production and distribution 
of official statistics; flexible and responsive to technological development, demand for statistical 
products, evolving users, and suppliers of data. It needs to keep up with international standards 
and changes in the structure of the economy. As leader of the cross-government Official 
Statistics System (OSS), it must provide guidance to departments producing and using statistics. 
As an organisation, already involved in providing and managing shared services, it must ensure 
that the most important statistics are being produced, identify opportunities for rationalisation, 
and avoid duplication across the system; and facilitate economies of scale and value-for-money 
improvements. 

Statistics NZ's financial situation 

19. Statistics NZ' s financial situation is placing key economic and social statistics at severe risk and 
is restricting the organisation's ability to be an effective NSO. Statistics NZ's current baseline is 
$89.957 million, with an additional $88.6 million for the 2011 Census spread over five years. 
The organisation is currently projecting a $5 million deficit in 2011112; this is expected to 

increase significantly to $20 million by 2014115. Output reductions and improved efficiencies 
have achieved savings of $7 million over tl1e last five years and absorbed cost and wage 
increases4 These output reductions and efficiency savings have enabled short-term fixes to a 
long-term problem. Further short-term fixes through efficiency gains are impeded by the current 
operating model and by old IT infrastructure and statistical systems, leaving only output 
reductions to meet deficits in the short term. 

20. Deficits are projected to grow despite the funding increases to Vote Statistics since 2001. These 
increases in funding were targeted at specific initiatives: for example, census funding (which 
explains the cyclical peaks in appropriation), new statistical output funding (the Programme of 
Official Social Statistics (POSS), business performance and productivity statistics), the 
programme Making More Information Freely Available, and increased, largely one-off, capability 

4 Measures include reducing the frequency and scale of environmental accounts production and development, discontinuing the quarterly 
regional review and other regionaJ analyses, reducing the frequency of the Fann Expenses Price Index and cancelling the Official Statistics 
Research Fund. Savings decisions this financial year include: rationalising of retail trade statistics and electronic card transactions; deferral 
of the Household Saving Survey, cancellation ofintake into the department's graduate training programme; reduced funding for the Go 
Stats! small business seminars and in overall discretionary expenditure including travel, training, and amenities and lower collection costs. 
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funding. 5 When the funding for these specific initiatives are separated from baseline for existing 
business, a flat baseline is seen (as illustrated in Figure! below). This, in conjunction with poor 
historic long-term asset management, has meant that the pressures and cost drivers underlying 
Statistics NZ's financial situation have never been fully addressed. 

Figure 1: History of Vote: Statistics NZ ($000). 
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Pressures and cost drivers 

21. A number of cost drivers and pressures underlie Statistics NZ' s financial situation: 

• the need to maintain the quality and currency of statistical production, and mitigate the legacy 
issues and risks from ageing IT systems (many of whlch are unsupported and/or not in 
common use) and outdated statistical methodologies, which fail to meet international 
standards and to capture real world phenomena in a timely way 

• a very expensive and unresponsive operating model as a result of having over 250 separate 
disconnected statistical production systems; these are complex to change and maintain, and 
reduce the potential benefits of greater administrative data re-use and sharing 

• increasing operating and depreciation costs ( 40 percent of assets are fully depreciated and 90 
percent of the fully depreciated assets are IT infi·astructure, developed systems, and software) 

• the cessation of time-limited funding for the vast majority of social statistics (this currently 
accounts for 14 percent of total funding) 

• difficulties in attracting and retaining skilled staff with turnover of statistical analysts, who 
make up the core of Statistics NZ's workforce, ranging between 14 and 20 percent across 
2006-2009 and rising again (after recession-induced stability in 2009/1 0) with valuable 
expertise leaving for opportunities- particularly in tl1e private sector 

• rising stakeholder expectations (for example Internet collection) and an inability to quickly 
respond to changing markets, standards, and demand. 

Stats 2020: what will it deliver? 

22. The Stats 2020 work programme is based on a I 0 year Strategic Plan with the four strategic 
priorities: leading the Official Statistics System (OSS), creating more value from official 

5 Capability funding has been in two main parts. In 2003 Statistics NZ received funding to meet immediate budget pressures caused by 
moving its Wellington office, retention and recruitment issues and planned restructuring costs. In 2005 Statistics NZ had additiona1 funding 
approved to achieve collective contract settlement, recruit specialists from overseas that were in short supply in New Zealand and to 
commence investment in the Business model Transformation Strategy (BmTS). BmTS was the strategy to address the issues within the IT 
environment- many of the IT systems are built with, what are now, out of date technologies which are not easily supported or widely 
understood. This strategy was only partially successful and lacked sufficient funding to be fully implemented. These same IT environment 
issues continue to expose the department to risks with the production of many of its core outputs. Statistics NZ made other bids for 
capability funding in subsequent years but these were not supported. 
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statistics, transforming delivery and building a sustainable organisation. Stats 2020 (if fully 
resourced) will deliver: 

• by the end of June 2012 micro-economic and social statistics production platforms will be 
built (and populated by 20 percent of those data collections) and there will be an increased 
focus on understanding customers' current and future product and service needs 

• in 2012/13 a standard dissemination platform will be in place 

• by the end of 2013/14, gross domestic product (GDP) statistics will be produced off a 
standru·d platform; core statistical infrastructure such as classifications will be removed from 
their current legacy systems; and a new standard suite of dissemination tools and services will 
have been developed 

• by the end of2014/15, the majority of micro-economic collections and the Household Labour 
Force Survey will have been migrated off their legacy systems into standard platfonns. 
Increased use of administrative data will be benefiting users and reducing the costs of 
collection. Statistics NZ will use shared databases to manage all its statistics 

• by June 2016, a Statistical Development Plan will be operational that ensures continued 
quality and relevance of the statistics, reflecting real-world change and meeting international 
standards in a timely way. A planned approach to the OSS opportunities for sharing 
infrastructure and tools, and for developing OSS capability will be delivered. All legacy 
technology will have been removed 

• through 2017-20 Statistics NZ will be employing and using statistical infrastructure, 
platforms, and capability built in the first six years to capture the benefits 

• by 2021, staff numbers will aJso reduce by 17 percent from present numbers (Table 2). This 
will be as a result of productivity gains and efficiency savings, resulting from the introduction 
of new statistical production processes and systems. 

Table 2: Trend in FTE requirements as a result of Stats 2020 

1,123 1,060 1,028 979 994 872 807 789 813 839 

Note. fluctuations in staff numbers reflect census and other cyclical surveys. 

Benefits of investing in the Stats 2020 Programme 

23. A number of overarching benefits cru1 be gained from investing in Stats 2020: 
• the continued supply of the most important statistics. This includes maintaining requisite 

levels of credibility and accuracy of statistical information produced, as well as maintaining 
the current scope of statistics 

• minimising costs to government, businesses, and households - Stats 2020 is expected to 
reduce the long-term cost of producing statistics. This includes reducing the compliance 
burden that falls on respondents who provide data to Statistics NZ 

• increased use of government data - includes enabling more statistics to be used and more 
people to use statistics. It also includes improving and increasing the re-use of administrative 
and survey data. This will provide valuable information for policy analysis and evaluation; 
and it will increase the range and richness of information available to support decision
making by government, business, iwi, md households 

• confidence that the Government's investulent in official statistics represents value for money. 
This includes providing quality advice to ministers on the health and performance of the 
system enabling them to make informed decisions about its investulent in official statistics 
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• being responsive to changing user needs - includes prioritising between competing demands 
so that users get the right statistics of the right quality to meet their needs; increased agility 
will meet those needs at lower marginal cost. 

Costs if no investment is made in tlte Stats 2020 Programme 

24. Costs if no investment is made include: 

• deterioration in the quality, relevance, and timeliness of statistical outputs 

• discontinuity of supply of key statistics, and lack of support for decision-making processes 

• inaccurate and ineffective public expenditure allocation models 

• potentially negative effects on the country's credit rating, credibility, and ability to meet 

international obligations 

• higher compliance costs for respondents (and less use of administrative data) 

• inability to maximise the use and re-use of government-held information. 

Resourcing tlte Stats 2020 programme 

25. Three investment options to resource the Stats 2020 programme: Option one (Baseline scenario), 
Option two (Partial outcomes scenario), and Option three (Preferred scenario) are presented. All 
options assume that the current time-limited POSS funding will continue beyond 2015 into out 
years (the future of which is discussed in paragraphs 32 and 33 below). None of these options 
contemplate an expansion of the current scope of outputs, for example in relation to the new Tier 
I list of statistics recently before CBC. Option One (Baseline scenario) reduces Tier I statistics. 

26. The following table provides an overview of the benefits, costs, and risks of each option: 
TABLE 3: Benefits, costs, and risks of alternative scenarios 

• No additional funding is required 
Cost savings would be achieved 
primarily by reductions in the scale 
and scope of Statistics NZ's 
outputs 
Output reductions of $3-$8.9m p.a. 
would be made by discontinuing 
the lower priority 3 and 4 statistics 
(listed in Table 1 above) and 
producing only the most important 
priority 1 and 2 statistics. 

• Lost benefits through not producing 
lower priority (3 and 4) statistics 

• Very limited efficiency gains 

• Medium term (to 2014/15) no 
additional cost for Vote: Statistics 
May shift cost onto other agencies 
as they seek to produce statistics no 
longer produced by Statistics NZ 

Not a sustainable option- further 
funding or output decisions 
required for beyond 2014115 

• No output reductions 
• Delivers some, but not all, of the 

benefits of Stats 2020, but at a slower 
pace than the preferred scenario 

• Efficiency gains stemming from Stats . 
2020 of about $48m over I 0 years 

• FTEs in 2021 are estimated to be 875 

• $222m gross cost over 10 years 
• $169m net cost over 10 years 
• Incremental savings of $48m and self

funding of$35m reduce the 10-year 
investment requirement for operating 
funding to $139m or an average of 
$13.9m p.a. (excluding contingency) 

• capital funding of$30m required over 
10 years 

• Moderate risk option 
• Risk of not being able to keep pace with 

technological change and not 

No output reductions 
• Delivers all of the benefits expected 

from Stats 2020 
• Reductions in respondent burden (past 

experience would suggest savings into 
the smaJI millions of dollars p.a.) 

• Efficiency gai~s of about $96m over 10 
years 

• Cumulatively, the efficiency gains that 
are expected from transforming delivery 
are likely to lead to significant 
reductions in personnel numbers 

• FTEs in 2021 are estimated to be 839 
• Savings from reduced personnel 

numbers are expected to offset general 
cost inflation so that by 2021, in real 
terms, the department's operating costs 
will be less than they are currently 

• $270m gross cost over 10 years 
$151m net cost over 10 years 

• Incremental savings of $96m and self
funding of $35m reduce the 1 0-year 
investment requirement for operating 
funding to $138m or an average of 
$13.8m p.a.(excluding contingency) 

• capital funding of$13m required over 
10 years 

• Lowest risk option 
• All systems stabilised, and standardised 
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• Narrows the range of stakeholdcrs 
that arc a priority focus for the 
department 

• Defers work and inveslment Qn 
stundunlising production aimed at. 
improving syste1n efficiency 

• Statistic.~ NZ would limit its work 
on promoting lhe Ylllue of stuti~lics, 
undertaking analysis and building 
the capability of users and 
producers in the OSS 

Alternative funding options 

maximising potential benefits available 
from new technologies 

27. Alten1ative funding options for Stats 2020 have been initially examined and> in parts, discounted 
as: not feasible; or merely incurring a money merry-go-round (by shifting cost within 
government departments); or not able to address the shortfall required to implement the Stats 
2020 programme. The initial assessment of these alternative funding options, are set out below. 
Some, such as changes to the methodology and frequency of the census merit further 
investigation and analysis, which will be provided and rep01ted to ECC widlin the next 12 
months. 

Self-funding 

28. Statistics New Zealand is able to fund some of the additional operating costs of the programme 
(over the 10-year period) by re-prioritising the use of existing resources. The self-funding 
portions of the programme costs are made up of $35.2 million in operating efficiencies, with 
$45.6 million of capital expenditure being able to be met from existing cash reserves and 
depreciation. The balance required is set out in Options two and three of this paper. This amount 
is the maximum by which Statistics NZ can self-fund the Stats 2020 programme without 
reducing outputs. 

Census 

29. Recent events have meant there are now two separate considerations that are needed in •·elation 
to the Census. The first relates to the decision to defer the 2011Census, the implications of 
~hich are still being identified, (CBC min (I 1) 4/9 refers). Estimated financial implications arc 
discussed further in paragraph 43 below. Decisions relating to the deferral of the 2011 Census 
wm need to be taken in the short temt whereas consideration of changes to the five-yearly 
census as an a).tcmative funding option for Stats 2020 is a separate and downstream decision. 
This is because any change to the census, as a funding option for Stats 2020, requires more than 
the preliminary examination that has occurred to date. Crucial information on the impacts of 
changing the methodology and fyequency of tl1c census is currently lacking. including whether 
changes would viably provide sufficient savings to partly fund the Stats 2020 programme 
internally in the future. Any change to such a major initiative (the census cunently requires 
$88.6 million over 5 years to produce) demands in-depth research as potentially, jt could have a 
detrimental impact on the quality of population projections; the quality and reliability of 
govemment spending allocations and forecasts; restrict the availability of detailed geographic 
and ethnic data; impact electoral boundaries; and produce inefficiencies in all household surveys 
including the Disability Swvey and Maori Social Survey. [2] 
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User pays 

30. Alternatjve funding •·egirnes such as a user-pays model have historically proved to be 
unsustainable, and any benefits have been out\veighed by the costs. Revenue targets were not 

achieved, there were significant costs to the organisation, and the uptake of statistics was 
significantly compromised. An Output Price Review, conducted by TI1e Treasury, State Services 
Commission, and Statistics NZ in the mid 1990s, sought to overcome these deficiencies and led 

to the setting up of the current funding model. Fur wurk that was most appropriately funded by 
users, there are c1iteria to determine if the work is within scope for Statistics NZ or sh9tdd be 
performed elsewhe•·e. Official statistics have strong public-good characteristics; from a 
theoretical as well as practical perspective, they are not suited to a user-pays model. They 

usually have multiple users and uses. A move to full user-pays would: 

• significantly reduce the use of statistics 
• shift fiscal cost between govcmmcnl: agencies rather than make savings 

• lead to increased costs in some areas, as some users move to provide their own statistics 

• increase the cost to users of statistics, yet many usen> also provide data used in statistics and~ 
therefore, may be less willing to be contribute to that data 

• mark a retrenchment from recent effm1s to increase data use and re-use 

• reduce opportunities for rationalisation and increase potential duplication. 

Sa11ings from t/1e ratio11alisation and re-prioritisation of statistics across governmellt 

31. Work directed by the Minister of Finance has investigated the rationalisation and duplication of 
statistical spend across govemmenl. No significant areas for savings have been identified, 
although some scope for broader re-prioritisation uf statistics across the OSS was recognised. 

This re-prioritisation is unlikely to make a significant contribution to meeting the costs of Stats 

2020 because: 

• the lowest priority statistics produced by Statistics NZ do not cr~;:ate substantial savings when 

reduced {approximately $0.9 million). 

• the scope for re-prioritisation lies primarily in lower priority statistics produced by other OSS 
departments not Statistics NZ. Therefore, any fiscal benefit could only accme to Statistics NZ 

through Vote transfers. 

• the scope for re-prioritisation across government is likely to fall far short of the funding 

required. Subject to Cabinet approval, departments and sectors will seek to re-prioritise their 
lower priority statistical funding to develop ~md improve New Zealand's most impm1ant (Tier 

1) statistics.6 

Tomorrow's Population and Socilll Statistics 

32[2] 

6 .Any savings made from the cessation of non-Tier 1 statistics outside Statistic& NZ would therefore be unavailable to invest in Statistics 
NZ. (That t11is will happen is clear from the Tier I review Md wider advisory processes. Tile over~ll demaud for more stadstics (macro
economic and cn\'ironmcntal) far r:xcccds cxisting budgets; thus departments view rc-prioriti sation as a mt:llll~ within lheir sectors to help 
achieve the Tier 1 set.) 
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33. 

34. 

Implementation 
35. Stats 2020 is a long-term change programme that will require a shift in organisatjon culture and 

changed workforce requirements. TI1e management case section of the business case sets out in 

detail the actions that will be required to ensure the successful implementation of Slats 2020 and 
realisation of the. benefits. A governance and management model has been speciticalJy 

developed for the Stats 2020, as well as a change management plan and a cohesive programme 

of project management with detailed plans and specific projec..1 mileslones. 

36. Statistics NZ has a plan in place to ensure a ll programme elements remain on track and are 

aligned against a high level schedule for benefit and savi ngs realisation. The key elements of the 

approach are: 

• clear accountability and ownership for components within the overall Stats 2020 programme 
• effective and efficient programme governance 

• adherence to standard practices and processes, utilising a consistent and single methodology 

(Prince 2) that is being adopted by NZ Government Departments, with a strong focus on 

planning and on recalibration of the approach to reflect leaming at all stages 

• a well established Project Management Office (PMO) 

• skilled and experienced project managers in charge of all core proj ects . 

• a new long-tenn asset management plan to systematically guide asset replacement 

• a business process model internationally recognised as best practice by other National 

Statistical Offices 

• a progrdmme of continuous intemal and external review of implementation, benefits 

realisation and risk mitigation. 
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37. Extemal IT reviews were commissioned by Statistics NZ on IT risk and mitigation planning in 
the development of the Stats 2020 programme ( Horizon Consulting IT Risk Review Nov 20 I 0; 
IT Risk Mitigation Dec 20I 0; Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) External Review of 
Statistical Support Processes - Organisation, Effectiveness and Efficiency Oct 20 I 0) 7 

. Extemal 
input and assessment of ongoing business process re-engineering and technology architecture 
will continue to be commissioned to provide assurance on the direction of Stats2020. 

38. Extemal monitoring, govemance and repmiing alTangements will be implemented. The Stats 
2020 programme meets criteria for major IT project monitoring by Treasmy, SSC and DPMC 
and remains part of the Gateway process. The organisation is also due to complete a 
Perfonnance Improvement Framework assessment in July 20 I I, the requisite action plan from 
this will be a valuable benchmark for the ongoing monitoring of the programme. 

Financial Implications 
Stats 2020 

39. Achieving the Stats 2020 programme will require additional funding, both operating and capital, 
over the next I 0 years and into out years. The out year funding level is required at the 202 I level 
of $9.6 million to maintain the programme and meet the current under pricing of statistical 

outputs. While this results in a nominal increase in out year operating expenditure, in real 

terms it reflects a lower operating expenditure over time. By 2020/21, real operating costs 

will be 9 percent lower than in 20 1 0111. 

40. Statistics NZ is able to fund some, but not all, of the additional operating costs by re-prioritising 
the use of existing resources. As a result, the funding sought for the recommended Option three 
(Preferred scenario) over the next I 0 years amounts to operating costs of $I 3 8 million 
(equivalent to $13.8 million per year) excluding any provision for contingency. Table 4 lists the 
1 0-year and out year requirements: 

18.3 13.6 12.2 13.0 13.4 15.5 13.8 14.9 9.6 138.0 

41. The estimated capital expenditure requires a total of $58.3 million over 10 years, of which 
Statistics NZ is able to fund $45.6 million from existing cash reserves and depreciation. (This is 
the Stats 2020 programme capital initiatives additional to ongoing software and infrastructure 
replacement spend). Funding of $I 2. 7 million is sought for capital expenditure for the 
recommended Option three (Preferred scenario) as listed in Table 5. 

7 
Horizon Consulting assessed the IT risk for Statistics NZ as a " ... ticking time-bomb" in tenns of "the confluence of risks around 

technology, architecture and people" and would require " ... a concerted programme of effort over approximately a five year period to fully 
mitigate these risks." Both Horizon Consulting and the ABS reviewers commented favourably on the IT risk mitigation planning included in 
the Stats 2020 programme. · 
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42. Contingency funding of $25 million in respect of Stats 2020 is also required. Statistics NZ has 
identified key risks associated with the Stats 2020 programme and undertaken a fmmal 
quantitative risk assessment: this indicated a contingency of $25 million as prudent. 

Census 
43. The 2011 Census multi-year appropriation is $88.6 million of which $20.7 million has been 

spent prior to 2010111. Of the remaining $67.9 million, $56 million is appropriated for the 
20 I 0/11 year and it is likely that $50 million of this will be spent. Therefore, it is estimated that 
$17.9 million of the total 2011 Census appropriation will not be spent in this financial year. 
Should there be a decision to run the Census in the next 12 months Statistics NZ will require 

further funding of approximately $50 million on top of that existing provision of $17.9 million. 
The figures for current Census year expenditure and future costs are only early estimates at this 

stage and will be updated in the report to me expected within the next two months. 

Human Rights, Treaty ofWaitangi and Privacy Considerations 
44. There are no inconsistencies with the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1910, the Human Rights 

Act 1993, the Privacy Act 1993, and the Treaty of Waitangi. This proposal will enable 
information that better meets the needs of New Zealand's population and sub-populations: 

Maori, Pacific Island communities, women, youth, people with disabilities, and ethnic groups. 

Regulatory impact statement 
45. No regulatmy impact is required as there are no legislative implications in this paper. 

Publicity 
46. No publicity is planned on the proposal in this paper. 

Consultation 
4 7. The Stats 2020 programme and associated business case has been discussed with the OSS Chief 

Executive Steering Group (Economic Development, Social Development, Environment, and Te 
Puni Kokiri) and the Official Statistics System Officials Committee (OSSOC). Consultation on 

this paper has been undertaken with the following agencies and departments: Minisl!y of 

Agriculture and Forest1y, Minisl!y of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Department of Labour, 
Ministry of Education, Minist1y of Health, Ministiy of Culture and Heritage, Department of 
Building and Housing, Ministiy of Social Development, Minisl!y of Justice , Inland Revenue, 
Minisl!y of Economic Development, Minist1y of Science and hmovation, Minisl!y for the 
Environment, Depru1ment oflnternal Affairs, the New Zealand Police, Minisl!y of Fisheries, Te 

Puni Kokiri, Minist1y of Pacific Island Affairs, the Customs Service, Ministry of Defence, 

Ministry of Transpm1, Ministiy of Women's Affairs, Land Information of New Zealand, 

Department of Corrections, the Treasury, SSC, DPMC, as well as the Reserve Bank of New 

Zealand. The agencies and depru1ments that expressed a view supported the investinent proposal 
in this paper and/or indicated significant concern to the output reductions proposed in Option 

one (Baseline scenario). 

Central Agencies 
48. Central Agencies provided the following comment: 
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"Central Agencies have been actively involved with Statistics NZ during development of the 
business case and cabinet paper, and have provided detailed feedback and advice during 
development. We suppmi the proposal, based on option 3, subject to funding availability, the 
identification of further intemal funding options by Statistics NZ (e.g. as a result of changing the 
methodology and frequency of the census), and the development of detailed programme 
management and benefits management plans, which clearly define the major milestones to be 
achieved (as outlined in paragraphs 21 and 37 of the Cabinet paper) and the promised reduction 
in staff numbers per the schedule in Table 2. Central Agencies will monitor progress against 
milestones and planed FTE reductions, and advise Ministers if we consider achievement is at 
risk, throughout progranm1e development. 

We will continue to assist the department during development of their TOPSS Business case to 
ensure both programmes are linked appropriately and that effective investment options are 
identified to build on the investment in Slats 2020." 

Recommendations 
49. It is recommended that the Committee: 

I. Note that Statistics NZ submitted a Four-year Budget Plan (the Plan) which outlines $9 million of 
statistical output reductions to produce savings to meet shmt-tenn deficits and stabilise the 
production of highest priority statistics, and the Plan was accepted by Budget Ministers. 

2. Note that there are two attachments to this paper, a summary of recommended investment 
(Appendix One) and the full "Statistics 2020" business case (Appendix Two) which outlines 
investment options for a 10-year strategy and associated programme of work ('Stats 2020') to 
avoid output reductions, address the key risks to the ongoing supply of relevant and accurate 
statistics, and create a more efficient and sustainable way of working; this will enable it and the 
wider OSS to provide more value for the investment made. 

3. Note that alternative options for funding the Stats 2020 programme within baseline have been 
initially assessed including user charges, re-prioritisation of statistical investment, and some, such 
as changes to the methodology and frequency of the census, merit further investigation and 
analysis. 

4. Direct Statistics NZ to investigate further internal funding options as per recommendation 3 for 
the Stats 2020 programme and report back to ECC on these options within the next 12 months. 

5. Note that Statistics NZ will retum any savings achieved as a result of recommendation 4 to the 
Crown to offset the additional funding appropriated for the Slats 2020 programme. 

6. Note the three options developed in Pmt A of the business case Statistics 2020: 

0 

0 

Option one (Baseline scenario) is a short-term option that reduces output expenditure to 
release resources that can be directed toward stabilising existing production platforms and 
systems and ensuring viability of the business (as outlined in the Plan. and Table I). This 
option requires no additional investment as it is funded by reductions to the scope of 
outputs, but it is unsustainable and will need future funding or output reductions beyond 

2014/15. 

Option two (Partial outcomes scenario) achieves some of the benefits of Stats 2020 but at 
a slower pace of investment, with less transformation or efficiency gains, compared to the 
preferred scenario below. This option requires additional funding but the slower pace 
limits the additional amount of funding required in the early years while yielding lower 
savings in future. 
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0 Option three (Preferred scenario) gives full effect to the Stats 2020 programme over the 
next I 0 years and delivers the most value and benefits. This long-term option requires 
additional funding, protects and upgrades existing statistics and enables Statistics NZ to 
become more flexible and effective in leading the Official Statistics System (OSS). 

7. Note the benefits of the recommended Option three (Preferred scenru·io): the continued supply of 
the most important statistics; being responsive to changing user needs; minimising costs to 
government, businesses, and households; increased use of government data; confidence that the 
government's investment in officials statistics represents value-for-money. 

8. Note that the costs of Option three (Preferred scenario) are $13 million capital and $138 million 

operating for 2012 through to 2021 plus a contingency of $25 million (with operating costs for out 
years at the 2021 yeru·level of$9.6 million), and that these costs are not currently funded as part 
of Budget 2011. 

9. Agree in principle to the funding proposal outlined in Option three (Preferred scenario), subject 
to suitable sources of funding being identified as part of the final Budget package. 

10. Note that a final decision on the proposal, including agreement to financial recommendations, 
will be made when tl1e Minister of Finance presents the final Budget package to Cabinet in April. 

11. Note tllat the implications of the recent decision to defer the 2011 Census will be reported to the 
Minister of Statistics and Cabinet within two months, and tllat decisions on this are separable 

both from the work and consideration of potential changes to the census as an option aimed at 

partly funding Stats 2020 (as per recommendations 14 and 15 below), as well as from the 

Stats 2020 business case which underpins all oilier statistical outputs. 

12. Note that while implications of deferring tl1e 2011 Census have not yet been fully identified it is 
estimated that $17.9 million of tl1e total 2011 Census appropriation will not be spent in this 
financial year and any decision to run the Census in tl1e next 12 months will require fm1her 
funding of approximately $50 million. 

13. Note tl1at the current programme of population and social statistics (POSS) is using 1 0-year time
limited funding (of approximately $9.2 million per annum) that is due to end on 30 June 2015. 

14. Note tlmt the TOP SS sub-programme in the business case Statistics 2020 outlines possible future 
approaches to an ongoing programme of population and social statistics including the census. 

15. Agree that Statistics NZ develops a Stage 2 business case on Approach Four: Future pathway 
with census variations scenario, to lodge with Cabinet in 2012, as outlined in the Stage 1 business 
case Tommrow's Population and Social Statistics (TOPSS). 

16. Direct Statistics NZ to establish formal monitoring arrangements with Central Agencies as part of 
the implementation of the Stats 2020 programme. 

17, Direct Statistics NZ to agree on project milestones for tile Statistics 2020 programme in 
consultation with central agencies, recognising the multi-year nature and complexity of the Stats 
2020 programme and make tl1e release of some funding instalments conditional on achievement 

of the agreed milestones. 

18. Note that the monitoring arrangements established as a result of recommendations 16 and 17 will 
cover the achievement of agreed project milestones, the realisation of promised savings, and the 

realisation of the promised reduction in staff. 
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Minister of Statistics . 
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Appendix One: Summary of investment required for Stats 2020 
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18.9 24.3 

(1.4) (2.5) 

(3.5) (3.5) 

14.0 18.3 

6.7 7.2 

6.7 7.2 

0.0 0.0 

22.4 22.7 25.5 28.9 32.4 31.3 33.7 

(5.3) (6.9) (9.0) (12.0) (13.4) (14.0) (15.4) 

(3.5) (3.5) (3.5) (3.5) (3.5) (3.5) (3.5) 

13.6 12.2 13.0 13.4 15.5 13.8 14.9 

9.8 7.1 7.1 5.4 5.7 3.7 3.3 

9.8 3.3 6.3 0.4 4.6 1.6 3.3 

0.0 3.8 0.8 5.0 1.1 2.1 0.0 

Trend in FTE requirements as a result of Stats 2020 

· TbtatF'TE~ ' 1,016 1,123 1,060 1,028 979 994 872 807 789 
-~ . ':. ~- --' 

Note: fluctuations 1n staff numbers reflect census and other cyclical surveys. 

29.4 269.5 

(16.4) (96.3) 

(3.5) (35.0) 

9.6 138.0 

2.3 58.3 

2.3 45.6 

0.0 12.7 

25.0 

175.7 

813 839 
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Appendix Two: Business Case in Support of Stats 2020 : Achieving the Statistical 
System of the Future, 1 December 2010 
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